RESEARCH PROBLEMS
8. Albert A. Mullin: Recursive function theory. (A modern look at a
Euclidean idea.)
Consider Euclid's elementary scheme for proving the infinitude of
the primes (Elements 1 Book IX, Proposition 20). Using that idea as a
paradigm, and with N the set of natural numbers, generate the following recursively enumerable (in the sense of, e.g., E. L. Post,
Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 50 (1944), 284-316) set {/><: iEN} of primes:
pi = 2, p2= (least prime factor of pi + 1) = 3, p%— (least prime factor of
pi-p2+l) = 7, p4= (least prime factor of pi-p2'pz+l),
• • • , pn+i
= (least prime factor of pi-p2 • • • A» + l)» * * * • Clearly {ƒ>,•: i £ i V }
is infinite, since by an analogue to Euclid's argument
{ ^ i + i } n { U ^ i pk} =0 for every i(EN; further the "computer" process never generates any prime twice. In addition the enumeration is
not one t h a t is in increasing order (e.g., £ 4 = 43, but £ 5 = 1 3 ) . Hence
by a result of S. C. Kleene {pi'.iÇzN} may not be recursive, (i) Is
{pi'-i&N}
recursive? (ii) Does {p%:iÇzN} generate all primes? If
(i) is answered negatively, then (ii) would be answered negatively.
Now generate the (infinite) recursively enumerable set
{qiiiÇzN}
obtained as in the above effective (e.g., computer) process by replacing "least prime factor" by "greatest prime factor." As before no
prime is generated twice. Unlike the first five elements of {pi: i £ J V } ,
the first five elements of {qi'.iGN}, viz., gi = 2, #2 = 3, qz=7, #4 = 43,
q5 = 139, are in increasing order, (iii) Does the above process generate
{qi*. iÇzN} in increasing order, and hence make it an infinite recursive proper subset of the set of all primes? (iv) Is {gy.^G-Af} still
recursive even though (iii) may be answered negatively? (v) If (iii) is
answered negatively, does {qiiiGN}
generate all primes? Clearly if
(iv) is answered negatively, then so is (v) answered negatively.
(Received May 22, 1963.)
9. A. V. Balakrishnan: Geometry.
In the class of all polytopes with N vertices whose circumsphere is
the unit sphere in Em [Euclidean space of dimension m] find the one
t h a t has maximum mean-width.
The mean-width of a convex body is defined as :
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